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Using items and setting data in a Workspace
Setting Data in Related Workspaces
Auto transitioning in the Workflow
Allowing Workflow Transitions Using Conditional Scripting
Using Library Scripts
Sending and Receiving data using Jitterbit
Jitterbit Environment Overview
Http Requests
Scripting in Jitterbit
Mapping Data
Insert/Update information in Fusion

Description
This class will cover scripting in Autodesk product lifecycle management (PLM) environment
with specific focus on: achieving automation in the workflow by pushing workflow transitions,
enabling certain users to push workflow transitions, setting values in workspaces when
transitions are pushed; utilizing the dashboard with workflow-based programming; and sending
emails at certain points in the workflow. Workspace automation—spawning related workspaces
and setting values in related workspaces on save. This session features PLM 360 (now Fusion
Lifecycle) and Jitterbit.

Your AU Expert(s)
I am the Fusion Administrator at Behlen Mfg. Co. Background in JavaScript, Java, C#, VB,
Mobile platforms, MySQL and SQL Server.
Shane Wemhoff – Behlen Process Improvement Team Leader
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Scripting in Fusion (PLM 360)
Using Dot Notation to access items in Workspace
To access data within a workspace to either get it or set it you need to use “item.” followed by
the field ID.
For example, if I want to set my order number to a different value:

I would access the field with its id field which you will find in the Edit mode of the Item Details
Tab.

Here the id is ORDER_NUMBER.
To access the field, the line of code would look like this:
item.ORDER_NUMBER;
If you would like to set the field to a specific value use the above line of code to access the field
and add the value you would like the order number to be on the right hand side of an equal sign:
item.ORDER_NUMBER = “X1234”;
As you can see the data type for this field is “Single Line Text” so the value you pass is of sting
format and must be in quotes. If the data type would have been set to a number such as
Integer, Float or Money the value you pass would be a number not in quotation marks:
item.ORDER_NUMBER = 1234;
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Setting/Getting a Date Field
Setting Dates at certain points in the project is a useful tool to record when actions were
performed or should be completed.
Declaring a variable is a way to set aside a piece of memory to hold a certain value. Variables
are best used when you will be using the same data field numerous times. Instead of calling the
full name of the item id multiple times, you can declare a variable that will hold the value.
JavaScript has a date object we can use to work with dates. Start by instantiating a date object
by declaring a variable and setting its value to a new date object:
var today = new Date();
In this case we now have a variable named “today” that will be set to today’s date every time the
script is called.
Another way to get the date object would be to call a new date object and assign its value
directly to the item. So if we have a field with an id of SHIP_DATE and I want to set the date to
today I would simply write:
item.SHIP_DATE = new Date();
This is a good way to set dates in workspaces at significant milestones in the workflow process.

Setting a Date from the Workflow
Using Action Scripts in a workflow can help to automate other portions of a project and
reduce work and make users more productive.
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At the selected transition we have associated the action script that will set a date using
the date scripts:
Item.DESIGN_DOCUMENTATION = new Date();
This now will record the date the transition was pushed in the “Design Documentation”
field in the workspace.

Accessing and Manipulating Data in related Workspaces
Working with data in other workspaces is another great way to optimize productivity for your
users. A lot of times just deriving data from related workspaces works well, but sometimes you
may need to do some manipulation with the data before it’s set. The best way to do this is by
relating workspaces to each other.
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By creating a Pick List, you can set the pick list to pull from a workspace you want to relate to.
Then once you have the workspace related you can access the data from that workspace just
like you did using dot notation.
item.SPAWNED_PROJECT_CENTRAL.JOB_NUM = “X1234”;
As you can see in this example I set the field “JOB_NUM” in the
“SPAWNED_PROJECT_CENTRAL” to “X1234” from my current workspace.
A good way to simplify calling the job number in the related workspace is to declare a variable to
hold the related workspace.
var relatedWS = item. SPAWNED_PROJECT_CENTRAL;
Now we can easily call all the data fields from the related project central workspace.
var jobNum = relatedWS.JOB_NUM;
var schedDate = relatedWS.SCHEDULE_DATE;
var contName = relatedWS.CONTACT_NAME;
We now have variables created from the data fields in the related workspace and we can get
and set information between the forms.
For example; If we want to set the schedule date in a related project central workspace to the
value that is entered in our current workspace we would simply write:
schedDate = item.SCHED_DATE;
NOTE: One thing to make sure of is, when setting data through scripting, make sure you are
setting the correct type of data. Example: if a field is an Integer you won’t be able to pass it a
Single Line Text or Float or Money, it will need to be of Integer data type.
NOTE: Make sure fields you are trying to set data in are editable and not already derived from
another workspace.

Accessing Related Data of A Related Workspace
Sometimes you may want to access data that is further away from just the related workspace. If
you would like to get or set the data from a related workspaces related workspace then we just
work our way further down the dot notation line.
For example: If we have a workspace that has a related workspace, and that related workspace
also has a related workspace, we can access that second workspaces fields from our current
workspace. It might sound confusing but it’s not very complicated.
As we did earlier with the date we could set a date in a workspace that is related to our related
project central. This time I’ll set this to a date that is two weeks out:
var relatedPC = item.SPAWNED_PROJECT_CENTRAL;
var relSchedProc = relatedPC.REL_SCHEDULE_PROCESS;
var deliveryDate = relSchedProc.DELIVERY_DATE;
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To show what we have done here I will write the same line but with no variables:
item.SPAWNED_PROJECT_CENTRAL.REL_SCHEDULE_PROCESS.DELIVERY_DATE;
As you can see we are accessing the “Delivery Date” from the “Schedule Process” that’s related
to our “Project Central” that’s related to our current workspace. Now that we have access to the
Delivery Date field I will set it to two weeks from today’s date. This would generally work well
when ran from a workflow transition.

Setting Delivery date to Two Weeks from today’s date
var schedDelivery = new Date();
schedDelivery.setDate(schedDelivery.getDate() + 14);
First we declare a variable to hold the delivery date and set it to today. Then we use the
setDate() and getDate() functions to first get the schedDelivery date, which gets today in
date format. We then add 14 days to the date and set the new date in date format in the
schedDelivery variable.
When you need to work with data in different workspaces and deriving wont quite do the trick,
using dot notation is very useful.

Scripting from the Workflow
I gave an example of setting a date when a transition is pushed, now I will give an example of
setting the users name that pushed the transition in a field on the workspace.
var username = Security.loadUser(userID);
var user = username.lastName + ", " + username.firstName;
item.CONT_NAME = user;
The first line will use the userID of the user that pushed the transition and return an object
containing all of the user’s information. The second line declares a variable to hold the last and
first names we return from the function concatenated into a string we can use to set in the field.
The last line then sets the users full name in the field called “Contact Name”.

Pushing transitions from Current Workflow
I will now show you how to push a transition from the current workflow you are working in.
var relatedPC = item.SPAWNED_PROJECT_CENTRAL;
var transition = relatedPc.workflowActions[0].transition.transitionID;
if(transition === 321){
relatedPC. performWorkflowTransition(691,"Cancelled");
}
The first line of code we’ve seen before, the second line gets the current transition ID of the
related project central, you’ll need this to make sure the related workflow is in the correct state.
The third line is comparing the returned transition id to another integer, In this case it is checking
to see that the workflow’s last transition that was pushed is 321, if it is then we will push
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transition 691, and with it we add the comments of what the transition is, which in this case is
“Cancelled”.

Conditional Scripting in Workflow
Fusion uses conditional scripting to allow designated users the ability to push workflow
transitions. For example; we have a workflow that we only want the person that designed
the building to push the workflow transition to the “Project Reviewer”. In this case we
would run a script like this:

I’ll start with clarifying that conditional scripts return a Boolean value(true or false) so
once the script has checked its conditions the Boolean value is returned using the
returnValue() method. The parameters that are passed in the open and closed brackets
need to be either a true or false value. This is a complicated piece of script so I will break
it down.

The first line declares a variable and sets its value to “false”, we do this to first assume
the user is not in the list.
The next line declares a variable to hold the active user’s information by passing the
userID to the Security.loadUser() method. This means that if you are in this workspace
the “usr” variable will hold your information.
The third line declares a variable to hold the values of the user name in “lastName,
firstName” format. The values of the firstName and lastName of the user are accessed
by getting values of the array held from the “Security” class through dot notation.
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So in this case Nicholas Dewald would be the user that would have permission to push
the workflow transition.

Associating the condition script to the correct workflow transition is done in the transition
properties under the “Precondition” field.
A great benefit to allowing transitions using conditional scripting is, if the transition will display in
outstanding work, the transition will only show in the outstanding work of the user that is allowed
to push it.

Library Scripts
You might not use Library scripts often but they are very handy if you have the need to perform
an action among multiple scripts. Creating a library script could cut down on the amount of
repetitive code you need to maintain.
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This Library script accepts a workspace id and returns the current workflow transition state.

To associate a Library script to an Action script, click the plus sign above the editor pane and
select the Library script from the drop down list that appears.
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In this Action script I have the Library script associated with the script and I am calling the
mothed from that script to return the transition ID from the SPAWNED_DESIGN_PROCESS.
Then in the second line of code I am checking to make sure the returned value is not null or
blank. I need to check to make sure the returned value is not null, if I try to use the value that is
passed and it is null, the code will throw an error.
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Jitterbit Connection
Passing data between two databases is easy using Jitterbit. The user interface is pretty easy to
navigate and mapping data is simple, but getting and setting the data takes a little bit of work.

When a project is first created, the opening page has the top bar of common actions, the left
hand Design tree contains all the different options to create different portions of the integration.
In this example I am going to set data in Fusion from an outside database.
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The first step is to navigate to the bottom of the left hand Design tree. Double click the
Connectors option to expand its drop down picklist, double click Autodesk PLM 360 menu
option to expand its menu options. We now have access to all the connectors we can create to
transfer data to and from our Fusion tenant.
Now right click the PLM 360 endpoints and select New PLM 360 Endpoint:

The screen that opens will prompt you to name your connection file and enter you credentials to
log into Fusion. If you have the opportunity to, I would recommend creating a user in your
Fusion tenant just for Jitterbit integration so that it shows in the changelog in Fusion which
records were updated from you Jitterbit connection.
Save you project and right click the PLM 360 UPSERT option and select “New PLM 360
Upsert”.
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Hit next and a list of all the workspaces you have available to work with will appear. Select the
workspace you want to UPSERT and click next.

We now have a connection to the workspace we selected, here I have all the fields from the
workspace expanded on the left as the request, on the right hand side is the response from
Fusion of what is returned when we try to connect and update Fusion from Jitterbit.
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On the top left of the page is the information associated with the response. The name of the
response that is generated is very generic so I would recommend changing it to something
more descriptive. Below that the endpoint we created along with the action being performed and
the workspace information.

In the top right are the buttons to start building your structure of your UPSERT.
The request will be the left hand side of the workflow and the response is the right hand side of
the transfer that returns information that is being retrieved from the request. The operation
houses the request and response workflow.
Hit save and click the “Create Request” button.

The first step in creating the request is selecting the source of the information being
UPSERTED. In my case I am using a database so I select database from the drop down list and
hit next.
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I am now prompted to select a database to connect with, I have not created a database source
in Jitterbit yet, so I will click the drop down arrow and click “Create new”.

A window will display below the database selection field and here you want to name your
database connector, leave the type as database, select the driver, in my case I am working with
a MySQL database so I select the MySQL JDBC driver. Enter the name of the server the
database resides on, the name of the database and your login credentials to access your
database. I would always recommend testing the connection so hit the “test Connection” button.
Once you have a connection established hit the save all button

, then the next button.
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Click the Download list of tables button and all the tables within the database you connected to
will appear. Select the table you want to get information from and add it to the right hand list.
You also have the opportunity to join more than one table to get the information from multiple
tables when running a query.

Add one or more tables to the right hand column.
Adding more than one table will prompt you to join the tables:
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Once you have connected your tables hit next.
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Now you have the opportunity to add filters and sorting conditions to your query. I have added
the filter to only return records where the status is equal to “Active”. Which when run on the
MySQL side looks like WHERE projectcentral.status = “Active”.
Once you’ve added any conditions to the query hit “Finish” and your mapping fields will
populate.
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Before you begin I would recommend hitting the
“Load Resource Data” button to test to
make sure the query will run without any errors and to test to see what the results will be from
the query.
The Next step is to map the data from the database query to the Fusion workspace. This is
done by simply dragging and dropping the fields into the corresponding fields.
Once all the fields are mapped the Request is complete, so you ask what is the “Response”
used for in an UPSERT operation? We generally use he response to just print out return values
to let us know the status of the UPSERT to a temp file. But you could use the request to run
another operation.
Click the save all button, to create a response, go back to the connector created under the PLM
360 Upsert. Click the Create Response Button.
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In order to create a temp file to hold the information from the UPSERT, select Text as the target
and hit next.

Click the down arrow next to select or Create New to display the drop down list, I don’t have any
text formats created so I will select Create New.

Name the file and select create Manually button.
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A new format file editor will open and you now have many options of how to display your text in
the temp file. I am leaving all the delimiter and validations the same, click the New button to add
rows to your file format.

I added 5 rows to accept enough data to understand what the UPSERT has done. Hit finish

I mapped the data by dragging and dropping the appropriate fields into the temp text file. Hit
save and return to the Upsert connector one more time. Click Create Operation.
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Here we are presented with a blank operation flow, we can now drag and drop the request and
response into the appropriate fields.

Here is our operation, the source was automatically inserted into the flow when we dropped the
Request into the correct field. The last thing we need to do is to finalize the operation, we do this
by creating a target. On the left hand hierarchy tree right click the Target field and select New
Target.

Select Temporary Storage from the selection list and hit continue.
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Name the target and give the file that will be created a name. As you can see here I have given
the name of the temp file a reference to a global variable that we have not created yet. I’ll show
how to declare a global variable next. Hit save all and close out of the target window. Go into
the response file we created earlier and double click the dmsID in the right hand hierarchy tree.

You can declare variables by starting the variable name with a $, followed by the name you
would like to give the variable.

Note:
The last line of the <trans> script will be the value that is passed to the field you are
accessing. So in this case we still have the value of the field we mapped being set as the
value in the response tree, declaring the variable at the beginning of the same line will
not affect the value being mapped to this field.
So now we can drag and drop the TempFileTarget we just created into the target field in the
operation flow.
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There we have it. The UPSERT operation is complete, hit the deploy
changes to the server.

button to deploy the

Note:
Creations or Edits in Jitterbit studio will not take effect until you push the deploy
button.

Scripting In JitterBit
I’ll create a script to demonstrate how scripts are implemented in Jitterbit.
Right click Scripts in the left hand hierarchy tree and click new Script.

Give the script a descriptive name. Below the editor window under the Functions tab there are
many options to help you build a script.
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I selected the If function located under the Logical folder.

Here I’ve entered a script to return a message of whether the date the order was placed was
this year.
To implement a script, click on the operation you created, right click one of the yellow dots in the
workflow transition and click Insert Script.
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Now once the operation hits that point in the workflow, the script will fire.

Getting Fusion Information
I will now create an operation to GET data from my Fusion tenant. First, navigate to the bottom
of the hierarchy list on the left of the screen, expand Connectors and right click PLM 360 Gets,
select New PLM 360 Get.

JitterBit will default to the endpoint we created earlier, click next, select the workspace you want
to GET data from. Hit Finish:
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We’re presented with a screen that looks similar to the screen that was created for us when we
were running an UPSERT, the main difference is that right hand side of our GET screen
contains the meta data from the workspace. Give the GET connector a unique name, click the
save all

button and click Create Request button.

For the source we will set it to none since we will be using the workspace itself as the source,
click Finish.
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Here we have the list of information that was requested, this is just the backend information of
the workspace. We want to work with the dmsID and create a global variable to be used later in
the operation. In the right hand folder tree open the SingleItem and double click the dmsID field.

We want to declare the dmsID that is received from Fusion as a global variable in order to use it
later in our operation. Open the Data elements tab and double click the
jitterbit.networking.http.query.* variable to add it to the script. Remove the end asterisk on the
variable and replace it with “dmsID;”. Now add “$getDmsID =” to the beginning of the script to
declare the variable that is received as a global variable “getDsmID”.
Hit OK and then hit the save all button
Create Response Button.

. Navigate back to the GET connector and click

This time we are saving our data to a database so select Database as the Target, hit next.
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We’ve already created a database as a source and we will now create a database as a target,
select the Create New.

Give the target a unique name and set all the other information just like you did when creating a
database as a source. Hit the save all button
re-open the response from the top tabs, hit
next and now you should be at the screen to add the table to the response.
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Hit Download list of Tables button and select the table you want to work with and add it to the
right menu, hit next.

Select if you want to Insert/Update, Insert, or just Update the database with this Jitterbit
connection. I am selecting to Insert/Update(UPSERT) to the table based on the dmsID column.
Hit Finish:
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We now have the option to begin mapping the data from our Fusion tenant to our database
table. Just drag and drop the value from the field into the appropriate data field on the left. The
only special action we will perform on the map is to use the global variable we created earlier as
the Primary Key for the update. Double click the dmsID on the right hand hierarchy view.

Here we simply call the global variable of the dmsID of the workspace that is sending the http
Request, hit OK. After you map all the data hit the save all button
GET connector screen and hit the Create Operation Button.

. Navigate back to the
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Drag and drop the Get Request and Response states you created and the source will disappear
and the target will automatically attach with the response. Hit the deploy button

.

Creating an HTTP request
The final training point I will touch on is creating an HTTP request to trigger the GET connector
we created. In your Fusion tenant open a script editing screen.

Here is a basic http request. Ill Break it down and explain in more detail.
The first line declares a variable to hold the url of our tenant and with it we are passing the
dmsID of the workspace that is calling the script.
The second line is declaring a variable to hold a new HTTP request function.
The third line is calling the http request function variable and passing the variables to tell it what
kind of request it is and also passing the url of the party that is trying to connect with it.
The fourth and fifth lines are declaring the headers of the request, and the final line sends the
request.
If you are not familiar with API’s and HTTP requests this may seem like a lot to take in, but just
focus on the first line. The grayed out portion of the url is the IP address of your Fusion server,
also this line will be the line that you can send additional information from the workspace, such
as the workspaceID, flags, userID that is sending the request, etc. There are many options and
they are laid out in great detail in the Autodesk API resource pages.
http://help.autodesk.com/view/PLM/ENU/?guid=GUID-C03A2183-DE8D-41F5-9E339AC4435C5051
Navigate back to JitterBit, on the left hand hierarchy list, right click the Hosted HTTP Endpoints
and select New Hosted HTTP Endpoint.
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Give the endpoint a unique name. The Endpoint Url will be the url that you are sending to it
minus the parameters on the end of the url.

These need to match exactly in order to connect to this JitterBit connection.
Next hit the Add Operation Button and select the GET connector you created and make it
Asynchronous. This is important to make sure the requests can run in the background,
otherwise you could run into the problem with timeouts in Fusion when you run the requests.
Now navigate back to the GET operation.

Now you will see the HTTP endpoint image
Hit deploy

on the top of the operation workflow.

and the GET operation is ready to run once the script in Fusion calls it.
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